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Abstract

Due to the rapidly increasing interests of effective and efficient data processing, the developments of similarity measure have
been significantly expanded. This paper defines the eigenvalue distribution as a criterion of measuring similarity in a multivariate
system. The primary evaluations are conducted by simulations with the assistances and comparisons of several empirical statistical
tests. Furthermore, the proposed measure is conducted in simultaneous real case scenario by adopting the bootstrap re-sampling
technique. It also overcomes the difficulty of different series lengths in the multivariate system. Moreover, it does not have pre-
assumptions on distributions, and it can be easily employed and efficiently computed.
c⃝ 2016 Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-

NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The studies of similarity have been overwhelmingly explored and applied in various disciplines on many different
formats, for example, numerical values [1,2], images [3,4], genes [5–7], chemical subjects [8–10], words [11,12] and
so on. According to [13], the similarity measure is the most essential core element of time series classification and
clustering. Therefore, the development of better similarity measure can significantly assist the improvement of data
analysis efficiency. According to [14], the similarity measure is closely related to the distance measure, as the distance
is defined as a quantitative degree of how far apart two objects are. Consequently, studies of distance and similarity are
significantly connected and crucial in terms of solving many pattern recognition related problems, such as clustering
technique [15,16], Taxonomy [17,18], image registration [19,20], etc.

As one of the crucial difficulties in similarity measure is that the different types of features are not comparable, this
paper proposes the novel similarity measure based on the eigenvalue distribution, which is inspired by the dynamical
approach and embedding theorem where a one dimensional time series will be transferred to multidimensional time
series in a Hankel matrix. Hankel matrix has many features as a square matrix, where gives a sequence of the
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one dimensional time series, also defines the dynamical state-space. This paper is the initial attempt of adopting
eigenvalue distribution into formulating a similarity measure in the multivariate system. Time series under evaluation
are embedded into multidimensional matrices and combined either vertically or horizontally to be transformed
into a Hankel matrix, where the eigenvalues can be extracted by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique
accordingly. As Aristotle claimed in [21], the Formal Cause is “the account of what-it-is-to-be”, or “what makes a thing
one thing rather than many things”. Based on the “formal cause” claimed by Aristotle, here in this paper, we define
the corresponding distribution of extracted eigenvalues as the “formal” criterion for developing a novel similarity
measure. The successful implementation of this novel similarity measure can overcome the limitations of nonlinear
dynamic, complex fluctuations and the possibility of distinguishing similarity for particular or selected features.

In order to evaluate the reliability of eigenvalue distribution as the similarity measure, three empirical statistical
tests together with the real case scenario are overwhelmingly considered. Possible circumstances during the
formulation process of the new measure are comprehensively evaluated with brief introductions and comparisons
in following sections.

In general, this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly introduce the techniques for obtaining the
corresponding eigenvalue distribution. The review of some empirical methods and the formulation of proposed novel
similarity measure are listed in Section 3. Section 4 provides the empirical results and evaluations by simulations,
whilst the real case scenario results are stated in Section 5. Finally, the discussion and conclusion are summarized in
Sections 6 and 7 respectively.

2. Eigenvalue distribution

To overcome the difficulty of existing diverse and incomparable features, the novel similarity measure extracts
the corresponding eigenvalue distributions as the formal criterion by considering the elements of time series as a
whole without removing any nonlinear or complex features. Note that as the structures of constructing Hankel matrix
containing multiple variables differ, including both horizontal and vertical forms.

Consider M time series with different series length Ni Y (i)
Ni

= (y(i)
1 , . . . , y(i)

Ni
)(i = 1, . . . , M). In this case, the

standard univariate form can be acquired by setting M = 1. Firstly, we transfer a one-dimensional time series Y (i)
Ni

in to a multidimensional matrix [X (i)
1 , . . . , X (i)

Ki
] with vectors X (i)

j that equals to (y(i)
j , . . . , y(i)

j+L i −1)
T

∈ RL i , where
L i (2 ≤ L i ≤ Ni/2) is the window length for each series with length Ni and Ki = Ni − L i + 1. We can then get the
trajectory matrix X(i)

= [X (i)
1 , . . . , X (i)

Ki
] = (xmn)

L i ,Ki
m,n=1 after this step. The above procedure for each series separately

provides M different L i × Ki trajectory matrices X(i)(i = 1, . . . , M).
To construct a block Hankel matrix in the vertical form we need to have K1 = · · · = KM = K . Accordingly, this

version enables us to have various window length L i and different series length Ni , but similar Ki for all series. The
result of this step is the following block Hankel trajectory matrix:

XV =

 X(1)

...

X(M)

 .

Note that XV indicates that the output of the first step is a block Hankel trajectory matrix formed in a vertical form.
Then, the SVD of XV is performed in the following step. Note that the SVD technique is closely related to the

Singular Spectrum Analysis technique and its multivariate extension, which have been widely applied in a range of
different fields and a multitude of fairly precise results proved it as a powerful and applicable technique [22,29,23–28,
30–35]. Denote λV1 , . . . , λVLsum

as the eigenvalues of XV XT
V , arranged in decreasing order (λV1 ≥ · · · λVLsum

≥ 0)

and UV1 , . . . , UVLsum
, the corresponding eigenvectors, where Lsum =

M
i=1 L i . Note also that the structure of the

matrix XV XT
V is as follows:

XV XT
V =


X(1)X(1)T X(1)X(2)T

· · · X(1)X(M)T

X(2)X(1)T X(2)X(2)T
· · · X(2)X(M)T

...
...

. . .
...

X(M)X(1)T X(M)X(2)T
· · · X(M)X(M)T

 .
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The structure of the matrix XV XT
V is similar to the variance–covariance matrix in the classical multivariate statistical

analysis literature. The matrix X(i)X(i)T for the series Y ( j)
N j

, appears along the main diagonal and the products of two

Hankel matrices X(i)X( j)T (i ≠ j), which are related to the series Y (i)
Ni

and Y (i)
N j

, appears in the off-diagonal. The SVD

of XV can be written as XV = XV1 + · · · + XVLsum
, where XVi =


λVi UVi V T

Vi
and VVi = XT

V UVi /


λVi (XVi =

0 if λVi = 0).
Moreover, the horizontal form decomposition is proved to produce more reliable and consistent eigenvalue

distributions. Note that the eigenvalue distributions by vertically and horizontally formed techniques are both carefully
considered and compared (detailed results are available upon request from authors). Hence, all tests in the following
sections are based on eigenvalues conducted by decomposition stage of the horizontal form.

3. Similarity measures

The distributions of eigenvalues of the trajectory matrices are here considered as the “formal” criterion of
measuring the similarity between two series. The explorations of the significance of the Hankel matrix and its
corresponding eigenvalues can be found in many different areas (for example [29,36–39]). In addition, more details
about the empirical distribution of the eigenvalues of the Hankel matrix divided by its trace can be found in [40,42,41].

In order to evaluate whether the extracted eigenvalues are similar or not to conclude the similarity between
two tested series, three empirical statistical tests (Chi-squared Test, Log-likelihood Goodness of Fit Test and
Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test) are adopted. Various distance and similarity measures are comprehensively reviewed and
categorized in [14], therefore, we do not reproduce here. Since the proposed similarity measure is expected to have no
assumption or limitation on measuring tested series with only the empirical distributions, some tests that are commonly
used to evaluate the consistency with the empirical distributions cannot be properly suitable here (i.e. Shapiro–Wilk
Test [43], Hellinger Distance [44], Kullback Leibler Divergence [45], Anderson–Darling Test [46]). Therefore, only
brief introductions of the suitable empirical statistical tests are provided respectively as follows.

3.1. Similarity measures

In general, coordinates and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) are the most generally accepted concepts to
represent the examined subject. We briefly summarize several important and dominant measurements that are referred
for formulating the novel similarity measure due to the special feature of eigenvalue distribution.

3.1.1. Chi-squared test
As an improved distance measure comparing to Euclidean distance, the Chi-squared statistic can be simply

considered as the summation of squared Euclidean distances of two vectors (by considering them in a n dimensional
space domain, where n is the number of observations for both vectors) over the corresponding “coordinates” of
the domain vector. The Chi-squared distribution (also known as Helmertian distribution) [47] is one of the most
significantly applied probability distributions, and it is most commonly accepted for measuring the distance or
similarity level between two probability distributions. Pearson [48] adopted the Chi-squared distribution in the
goodness of fit domain and conducted the Chi-squared test, which statistically evaluates the observed data about
its goodness of fit level and consistency with an expected distribution. Here in this paper, it is adopted for comparing
the eigenvalue distributions of two series (or one examined series with the benchmark population) as evidence of
similarity. The Chi-squared statistic formula is:

χ2(C, E) =

Z
i=1

(Ci − Ei )
2

Ei
, (1)

where Z is the number of levels of categories; C is the observed frequency and E is the expected count.
Therefore, in terms of Chi-squared test between two tested variables, assume Z A and Z B are the number of levels

of categorized variables A and B, so the degree of freedom can be calculated by d f = (Z A − 1) × (Z B − 1). The
expected counts/frequencies is computed by

EZ A,B = (CZ A × CZ B )/n, (2)
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where CZ refers to observed counts at specific level of category and n indicates the total observation number.
Consequently, the corresponding Chi-squared statistics is:

χ2(A, B) =

 (CZ A,B − EZ A,B )2

EZ A,B

. (3)

3.1.2. Log-likelihood goodness of fit test
The Log-likelihood Goodness of Fit Test is actually based on the commonly used Chi-squared test statistics in [48].

According to [49], the Log-likelihood statistic formula is:

G = 2


i

fi · ln


fi

qi


, (4)

where the fi refers to the observed frequency, whilst qi indicates the expected frequency. More specifically, the test is
adopted for evaluating whether the eigenvalue distribution of the examined series fit well to the eigenvalue distribution
of the benchmark series.

3.1.3. Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
The Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test (K–S Test) was firstly proposed in [50]. As a non-parametric statistical test, it

quantifies the distance based on the CDF with no assumption about the distribution of data. It can be adopted to
examine the similarity level of one distribution to empirical distribution, more importantly, K–S test is also applicable
for evaluating the similarity of distributions of two random samples. The K–S test statistic is defined as below, which
we mainly follows [51]:

Dn = supx |Fn(x) − F(x)|, (5)

where F refers to the theoretical cumulative distribution function, Fn represents the cumulative distribution up to n
observations, supx indicates the supremum of the set of distances, and Dn refers to the supremum distance reached up
to n observations. In terms of the two-sample case of K–S Test, the corresponding test statistic formula is:

Dn,n′i = supx |F1,n(x) − F2,n′(x)|, (6)

note that F1,n and F2,n′ are the corresponding distribution function for two tested samples respectively.
Specifically for the proposed similarity measure method based on eigenvalue distribution, two-sample K–S Test is

adopted to determine whether the “benchmark” populations created by the dominate series has consistent eigenvalue
distribution as the other series.

3.2. Novel similarity measure using eigenvalue distribution

By setting the eigenvalue distribution as our criterion and adopting the empirical methods listed above, the
hypotheses of the novel similarity measure are stated as below:

Null hypothesis (H0): there is no significant difference between the eigenvalue distributions of matrices by two tested
series.

Alternative hypothesis (Ha): there is a significant difference between the eigenvalue distributions of matrices by two
tested series.

The null hypothesis is rejected when the p-value is less than the 5% significance level, and therefore we conclude
that the set of eigenvalues are not similar and consequently two test series are different. While if the p-value is very
close to or equal to 1, we conclude that the two tested series are similar as they share very similar or even identical
eigenvalue distributions.

As the proposing method of measuring similarity based on eigenvalue distribution is considering a possible
implementation of detecting “Formal Cause”, different benchmarks of comparison will lead to different results.
Consider two random variables X and Y , “how similar is X to Y ” and “how similar is Y to X” are two different
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of the novel similarity measure using eigenvalue distribution.

questions, especially when the distribution of eigenvalues is the criterion. We should not expect exactly “same” results
when we compare X to Y and Y to X , while the expected final outcomes that define “similar” or “different” should
not vary. For instance, if the principle is to answer the question of how similar is Y to X , the eigenvalue distribution
by corresponding matrix (XYH or XXH determined by with or without the premise of multivariate system) will
be considered as the “benchmark” for further evaluation. Hence, if the other eigenvalue distribution by XXH or
YYH (determined by with or without the premise of multivariate system respectively) is statistically similar with the
“benchmark” eigenvalue distribution, Y will then concluded as similar with X .

Moreover, in order to ensure the consistency and comparability, the default window length is set as about 1/10 of
the time series length. This will be fairly number to include almost all significant eigenvalues without containing too
much unimportant ones. With a relatively larger window length, the information will be split either flatly or partly
flatly by more eigenvalues, and the differences will be split to be less significant to be identified; in contrast, a smaller
window length will result in the fewer amount of eigenvalues with more significant differences for all or some of the
eigenvalues. Without considering the consistency to be comparable, the most proper window length will be selected
heavily depends on the feature of the series being analyzed with the principle of relatively maximizing the significant
information with possibly small number of eigenvalues.

A flowchart is provided in Fig. 1 that briefly summarizes the formulation and evaluation process of this proposing
similarity measure. Note that in terms of simulation, corresponding process is repeated 1000 times respectively, and
the population of tested series are generated by involving random white noises that being maintained at about 10% of
the range of tested series.

The similarity measure is firstly built on the premise of multivariate system with the benchmark series as the
dominant role. Therefore, we evaluate the similarity of multivariate system formed by X and Y by comparing it to the
benchmark multivariate system formed by X and X or Y and Y respectively (determined by which series is considered
as the benchmark series). This will be considered as the scenario of on the premise of multivariate system.

Another question raise here is that we can only compare the system of X and X with Y and Y . This refers
to the scenario of without the premise of multivariate system. Note that all evaluations will be performed on the
corresponding eigenvalue distributions generated by the systems formed respectively. The detailed test results of
simulations with and without the premise scenarios will be separately presented in the following sections.

4. Empirical results

Three statistical tests are adopted for evaluating this novel similarity measure and examining the similarity
measure criterion of eigenvalue distribution, which are briefly introduced previously: Chi-squared Test, Log-likelihood
Goodness of Fit Test, Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method,
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various types of simulated series are tested by being separated into two groups of circumstances: the similar group
and the different group, additionally the different choices of “benchmark” are also considered in each group.
The test results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 by each empirical statistical method. Thus, the robustness
of accepting eigenvalue distribution as similarity measure criterion are preliminarily examined, followed by the
tests under simultaneous real case scenario by employing bootstrap re-sampling technique. We have managed to
obtain consistently promising results as simulative expectations, which convincingly prove the consistent, robust
performances of this novel similarity measure on several different types of simulated series. The initials of various
types of generated series are listed below for the sake of simplifying the expressions:

1. WN White noise.
2. UD[0, 1] Uniform distribution series [0, 1].
3. UD[−1, 1] Uniform distribution series [−1, 1].
4. EP[1] Exponential distribution series rate 1.
5. SINE[−1, 1] Sine wave series [−1, 1].

4.1. On the premise of multivariate system scenario

Regarding the scenario of on the premise of multivariate system, we evaluate the similarity of eigenvalue
distributions extracted from the matrices XYH and XXH (or YYH determined by which series is considered as the
benchmark series), respectively. Note that XYH is created from two time series X N and YN simultaneously, and XXH
(or YYH ) is formed by X N (or YN ) with itself respectively. The corresponding test results of eigenvalue distributions
as novel similarity measure by three different empirical methods are summarized in Table 1. Note that the bold number
indicates the best performance option in corresponding comparable level.

The Chi-squared test results show positive outcomes as expected for the “similar” group on both numbers of
observations scenarios, whilst in terms of the “different” group, the tests can perform better for longer series. However,
there are still significantly unexpected results (p-value is close to 1) for the UD[0,1] & EP[1] and UD[−1,1] &
SINE[−1,1] combinations, especially the results vary greatly for the UD[0,1] & SINE[−1,1] and EP[1] & SINE[−1,1]
cases. As mentioned earlier, the population for comparison is created by the “benchmark” series, therefore differences
are expected when switching the “benchmark” series, however, opposite results for the same pair of series are not
robust as expected, and it is even worse than the cases of indicating “similar” for the groups that are expected to be
“different”.

In terms of the log-likelihood goodness of fit test results, expected results for the “similar” group are confirmed in
accordance with the simulation results. P-values are equal to 1, which indicate that it is almost 100% sure to accept the
null hypothesis, therefor very similar or identical eigenvalue distributions prove the expected conclusion of “similar”.
Regarding the expected to be “different” group, both long and short series length, 1000 and 100 observations, show
generally consistent significant results, except the UD[0,1] & EP[1] combination. Since UD[0,1] and EP[1] indeed
show similar eigenvalue distributions and the differences are between the tails, the log-likelihood goodness of fit test is
not sensitive for detecting differences of distributions with flat tails. However, the advantage of this test can be noticed
in the shorter length of observation scenario; the results are almost stable and consistent with the expected results of
highly significant statistics.

Test results of K–S test show positive results as expected for the “similar” group on both numbers of observations
scenarios. In terms of N = 100 case for “different” group of combinations, only the UD[0,1] & UD[−1,1]
combination can be detected with 10% of significance level, however, the differences between switching dominant
series to create “benchmark” populations are not significant. Comparing to the results of previous tests, the
inconsistency is worse than less sensitivity of accurate detection, it has to be noticed that the two sample K–S test
shows great performance on consistency and stability, even in the quite unstable and greatly varied scenarios that
other tests cannot even provide uniformed results. In addition, for the “different” group with N = 1000 case, almost
all results are as expected to be significant (majority is under 5%, only a few are under 10%). Note that the EP[1]
& SINE[−1,1] combination is the only one that K–S test could not detect significantly, and this is mostly because
that K–S test is not that much sensitive to the differences at tail, also the natural character of eigenvalue distribution
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Table 1
Similarity measure evaluation by three different tests on simulated groups of series on the premise of multivariate system scenario.

Chi-squared test Log-likelihood GOF test K–S test
N = 100 N = 1000 N = 100 N = 1000 N = 100 N = 1000
L = 10 L = 100 L = 10 L = 100 L = 10 L = 100
p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value

X Y Y→X X→Y Y→X X→Y Y→X X→Y Y→X X →Y Y→X X→Y Y→X X→Y

Similar UD[0,1] UD[0,1] 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
UD[−1,1] UD[−1,1] 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
EP[1] EP[1] 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SINE[−1,1] SINE[−1,1] 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Different UD[0,1] UD[−1,1] 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.00 0.00
UD[0,1] EP[1] 0.76 0.98 0.88 1.00 0.81 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.77 0.65 0.01 0.01
UD[0,1] SINE[−1,1] 0.98 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.76 0.89 0.02 0.01
UD[−1,1] EP[1] 0.01 0.88 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.65 0.00 0.00
UD[−1,1] SINE[−1,1] 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.41 0.10 0.10
EP[1] SINE[−1,1] 1.00 0.20 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.60 0.56 0.53

Table 2
Similarity measure evaluation by three different tests on simulated groups of series without the premise of multivariate system scenario.

Chi-squared test Log-likelihood GOF test K–S test
N = 100 N = 1000 N = 100 N = 1000 N = 100 N = 1000
L = 10 L = 100 L = 10 L = 100 L = 10 L = 100

X Y p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value p-value

Similar UD[0,1] UD[0,1] 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99
UD[−1,1] UD[−1,1] 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.98
EP[1] EP[1] 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.98 0.93
SINE[−1,1] SINE[−1,1] 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99

Different UD[0,1] UD[−1,1] 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00
UD[0,1] EP[1] 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.64 0.61 0.00
UD[0,1] SINE[−1,1] 0.52 0.45 0.54 0.49 0.76 0.01
UD[−1,1] EP[1] 0.22 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.23 0.00
UD[−1,1] SINE[−1,1] 0.96 0.46 0.96 0.50 0.98 0.03
EP[1] SINE[−1,1] 0.58 0.49 0.59 0.50 0.99 0.57

for both types of series vary at the tail part with increasing differences when the window length of structuring matrix
increases.

4.2. Without the premise of multivariate system scenario

In terms of the scenario without the premise of multivariate system, the similarity measure is performed on the
eigenvalue distributions extracted from the matrices XXH and YYH respectively. To be consistent with the previous
evaluation process, we consider both similar and different groups of series and evaluate the performance of similarity
measure by 1000 time simulations. Note that this time there is no premise of a multivariate system, therefore, the
evaluation by simulated series will have no assumption on benchmark series. Hence, for each pair of series, there
is only one test statistic conducted. The default number of observation is 1000 and default window length is 100.
All statistical tests results are listed in Table 2. Note that the bold number indicates the best performance option in
corresponding comparable level.

It is worth to be noted that due to the algorithm of applying Chi-square test and Log-likelihood goodness of fit test
for two sample test, it is necessary to define one of the tested series as dominant series and re-scale the assumption of
distribution in the first place for the further tests. Consequently, for the scenario of without the premise of multivariate
system, the simulations of 1000 times are equally shared by both series in one pair of tested series. Therefore, both
series have same quantity of chances to be the dominant series to re-scale the assumption distribution. K–S test do not
have assumptions on any distribution, hence simulations for two sample test of K–S test here do not have significant
difference comparing to the corresponding process of previous scenario on the premise of multivariate system.
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According to Table 2, all statistical tests provide consistent results on both short and long series for the similar
group, which all show p-value nearly equal or identical to 1. Hence it indicates significantly similar eigenvalue
distributions consequently the similarity between tested series. However, in terms of the different group, both Chi-
squared test and Log-likelihood goodness of fit test could not detect most of the differences properly except the
UD[0,1] & UD[−1,1] and UD[−1,1] & EP[1] combinations. It is mostly because of the variation and instability
caused by switching dominant series for re-scale distribution assumption. Even for the longer series case, most of the
results get smaller p-values (which indicates different eigenvalue distributions), they are still not significant enough
as we expected for the generated different group. K–S test is proved to outperform the other two tests for the long
series case, also it can accurately detect the similarity or differences for both simulated groups. Even for the short
series case, the results of K–S test are fairly close to the results of the other tests. Unlike the previous test results
of log-likelihood goodness of fit test, it does not show good performance on short series this time. In general, by
considering the scenario without the premise of a multivariate system, the K–S test is confirmed again as the most
proper statistics to be adopted for the new similarity measure based on eigenvalue distribution.

5. Similarity measure in simultaneous real case scenario by bootstrap re-sampling

Based on previous evaluations of eigenvalue distribution as similarity measure criterion by simulations, it can
be summarized that the eigenvalue distribution can be considered as a proper criterion of measure similarity by
adopting proper statistical test; K–S test outperforms others in the large data size domain with consistent results
as simultaneously expected.

Considering the real case scenario, data can be assumed to be formed by signal and noise. Therefore, we cannot
simulate noises to form and produce the population of dominate series as the benchmark to measure similarity.
Consequently, we adopt bootstrap re-sampling technique [52] to conduct the population of dominate series with
specific confidence level and evaluate how similar the other tested variable is to the benchmark population under
the specific confidence level circumstance. Note that the newly proposed method can certainly be performed without
any re-sampling process if there are already clear information of its population. The corresponding population will
only be generated by re-sampling for obtaining the information of its population. Due to the nature of similarity we
mentioned previously, the similarity level of X to Y and Y to X are two different questions regarding the differences of
the benchmark. Consequently, the re-sampling process will consider two different cases by choosing different original
series to create the population.

A flowchart is provided in Fig. 2 that briefly summarizes the formulation process under the simultaneous real case
scenario by bootstrap re-sampling. For instance, when the principle is to obtain the population of benchmark series X ,
thus, the population of λXYH XY T

H
or λX X H X X T

H (determined by with or without the premise of multivariate system)
are conducted, which are formed by eigenvalues distributions within specific confidence interval of K–S statistics.
Therefore, if the confidence level is fixed as 95%, we can conduct the population of eigenvalue distributions that
indicate significantly 95% similarity level with benchmark series. To this end, we can evaluate the other series by
comparing its corresponding K–S statistics with the range of K–S statistics by the population. Hence, we can identify
the similarity level respectively with necessary adjustment of confidence level in the bootstrap re-sampling stage.
The results by representative simultaneous groups of series are provided in Table 3. In terms of the similar group,
the similar group shows consistent results for both short and long series, in which, 95% significant level indicates
tested series share at least 95% of similarity based on the eigenvalue distributions from the corresponding matrices.
According to the previous evaluations of K–S test on short and long series for different group, we here only consider
to evaluate the performance on long series in accordance to its previous promising results in simulations (symbol \ for
short series in Table 3). The 5% significant level refers to that the test statistics does not fit even when the confidence
level of bootstrap re-sampling is set as 5%. This significantly indicates that tested series can be considered different
as they are not similar even for 5% significant level.

6. Discussion

Although as a novel similarity measure based on eigenvalue distribution with proven robustness and consistent
performances, it is also certain that it is still the beginning of developing this new measure. The types of series
in simulations are relatively limited, and there are still numerous choices of more complex series or combinations of

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/38358385_Bootstrap_Methods_Another_Look_at_the_Jackknife?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-1eb835260a2119596727101ea2d3eb19-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwODM0MzY2OTtBUzo0MDg0ODI2ODg4NDc4NzJAMTQ3NDQwMTI3MDUxOQ==
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Fig. 2. The flowchart of the simultaneous real case scenario by bootstrap re-sampling.

Table 3
Simultaneous real case similarity measure results by bootstrap re-sampling.

N = 100 L = 10 N = 1000 L = 100
Y to X X to Y Y to X X to Y

X Y Y/N Sig level Y/N Sig level Y/N Sig level Y/N Sig level

Similar UD[0,1] UD[0,1] ✓ 95% ✓ 95% ✓ 95% ✓ 95%
UD[−1,1] UD[−1,1] ✓ 95% ✓ 95% ✓ 95% ✓ 95%
EP[1] EP[1] ✓ 95% ✓ 95% ✓ 95% ✓ 95%

Different UD[0,1] UD[−1,1] \ \ \ \ ✓ 5% ✓ 5%
UD[0,1] EP[1] \ \ \ \ ✓ 5% ✓ 5%
UD[−1,1] EP[1] \ \ \ \ ✓ 5% ✓ 5%

Note: ✓indicates the result is correctly proved by the measure.

series haven not been explored. The bootstrap re-sampling by K–S statistics for some real data (especially large size of
data that is much longer than the default 1000 observations in simulation) may take a longer time of calculation, which
makes it crucial to find a more straight forward process to identify the population information as the benchmark. Also,
the performance in short series is not as good as its effort on long series. However, there are also numerous possibilities
to improve this novel measure further: more representative data patterns, more types of noises with different levels
of variations and more options of window lengths are planned to be explored as the second stage of improving this
new measure; in terms of time series with different frequencies, it can also provide possible solution by adopting SSA
technique with specific modification accordingly; one significant implementation area of similarity measure is time
series classification, therefore, the evaluations of its performances on classifications of some empirical data are in
process.

7. Conclusion

In general, we overcome the difficulties and develop a novel similarity measure based on eigenvalue distribution
by combining the SVD technique. It is the initial attempt of adopting this technique in terms of the similarity
measure. The evaluation results are promising and robust as we have considered many possible circumstances in
the formulation process. We have examined the robustness of adopting eigenvalue distribution as proper criterion
of measuring similarity; additionally, we have found that K–S test outperforms others in the large data size domain
with consistent results as simultaneously expected. Furthermore, the simultaneous real case scenario is evaluated by
adopting the bootstrap re-sampling technique to prevent the possible impacts during the process of creating benchmark
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population. Consistent results are achieved in the simultaneous real case scenario indicating the robust performance
of distinguishing various “similar” or “different” groups of series.

This novel similarity measure can work properly on long series, and it does not require any assumption of
distributions during the measuring process. The computation is reasonably efficient and can be easily employed
by modifying currently available R packages. By considering eigenvalue distribution as the criterion of similarity
measure, the amount of computation is significantly reduced for large data set. More importantly, this novel similarity
measure can work with time series with different lengths and still identify the significant features for evaluations.
Furthermore, the signal and noise of time series are considered as a whole without one fixed model. In brief, this
novel similarity measure contributes to providing a measurement that has no limitations of series length, series with
nonlinear features or complex fluctuations, series sharing both signal and noises as similarities, etc. It is absolutely
worth looking forward to its developments and performance of implementations on various disciplines in the close
future.
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